
An Experimental Study of theSimple Ant Colony Optimization AlgorithmMARCO DORIGOy and THOMAS ST�UTZLEzyIRIDIAUniversit�e Libre de BruxellesAvenue Franklin Roosevelt 50, CP 194/6, 1050 BrusselsBELGIUMmdorigo�ulb.a.be, http://iridia.ulb.a.be/~mdorigozDepartment of Computer Siene { Intelletis GroupDarmstadt University of TehnologyAlexanderstr. 10, D-64283 DarmstadtGERMANYstuetzle�informatik.tu-darmstadt.dehttp://www.intellektik.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/~tomAbstrat: - Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a reently proposed metaheuristi inspired bythe foraging behavior of ant olonies. Although it has been experimentally shown to be highlye�etive on a number of stati and dynami disrete optimization problems, only limited knowl-edge is available to explain why the metaheuristi is so suessful. In this paper we propose asimple framework that allows the investigation of some basi properties of ACO and we reportabout some experiments and what we learned from them.Key-Words: - Ant Colony Optimization, Simple-ACO algorithm, shortest path problem1 IntrodutionAnt algorithms [3, 4, 1, 2℄ are multi-agent sys-tems in whih the behavior of eah single agent,alled arti�ial ant or ant for short in the follow-ing, is inspired by the behavior of real ants. TheAnt Colony Optimization (ACO) metaheuristi isone of the most suessful examples of ant algo-rithm [5℄, and has been applied to many typesof problems, ranging from the lassial travelingsalesman problem to routing in teleommunia-tions networks.ACO algorithms have been inspired by an expe-riene run by Goss et al. [10℄ using a olony of realants. They ran a number of experiments with alaboratory olony of Argentine ants (Iridomyrmexhumilis) using a double bridge onneting a nestof ants and a food soure to study the ants'pheromone trail laying and following behavior inontrolled experimental onditions. Partiularlyinteresting is the ase in whih one branh of the

double bridge is longer than the other: They foundthat, although in the initial phase random osilla-tions ould our, in most experiments all the antsended up using the shorter branh. The onne-tion between this experiene and the design of theACO metaheuristis has been desribed in a num-ber of papers [8, 9, 6, 7℄.In this artile we run experiments with an ele-mentary ACO algorithm, alled Simple-ACO (S-ACO), in whih arti�ial ants' behavior is verysimilar to that of their natural ounterpart (i.e.,many of the features that are often added toACO arti�ial ants to obtain high performing algo-rithms for hard ombinatorial optimization prob-lems are not implemented in S-ACO). The algo-rithm is experimentally tested using the exampleproblem of �nding shortest paths in graphs. Al-though the shortest path problems an be solvedwith deterministi algorithms in polynomial time,it is an interesting problem for studying the be-



havior of ACO algorithms, beause (i) it is theproblem solved by real ant olonies, (ii) the short-est path problem is very simple and the algorithmbehavior is not obsured by tehnialities of theproblem under onsideration, and (iii) we expetfeatures whih are important to solve this easyproblem to be even more important when attak-ing muh more diÆult ombinatorial optimiza-tion problems.In the following we �rst briey desribe S-ACO,then present some simulation results, and eventu-ally disuss what we learned from these results.2 Simple-ACOThe problem that we onsider in the following is�nding a shortest path on a graph G = (N;A).S-ACO exploits a set of variables T = �ij(t) alledarti�ial pheromone trails that are assoiated tothe ars (i; j) of the graph G. Pheromone trailsare read and written by the ants. The amount(intensity) of eah pheromone trail is proportionalto the utility, as estimated by the ants, of usingthe orresponding ar to build good solutions.In S-ACO eah ant builds, starting from thesoure node, a andidate solution to the shortestpath problem by applying a step-by-step deisionpoliy. At eah node loal pheromone information,whih is stored at the node itself and/or on its out-going ars, is read (sensed) by the ant and used ina stohasti way to deide to whih node to movenext: when loated at a node i an ant k uses thepheromone trails �ij to ompute the probabilitypkij of hoosing j as the next node:pkij = 8>>>><>>>>: ��ijXj2N ki ��ij if j 2 N ki0 if j =2 N ki (1)where N ki is the feasible neighborhood of ant kwhen in node i. (At the beginning of the searhproess, an amount of pheromone �0 = 1 is as-signed to all the ars of the graph G to avoid di-vision by zero.) In S-ACO the feasible neighbor-hood N ki of ant k loated in node i ontains all thenodes diretly onneted to node i, exept for thepredeessor of node i (that is, the last node antk visited before moving to i). This way the antsavoid returning to the same node they visited im-

mediately before node i. Only in ase N ki is empty(orresponding to a dead end in the graph), nodei's predeessor is inluded into N ki . Note that thisdeision poliy an easily ause the ants to entera loop.An ant repeatedly hops from node to node us-ing its deision poliy until it eventually reahesthe destination node. Due to di�erenes amongthe ants' paths, the time step at whih ants reahthe destination node may di�er from ant to ant(ants traveling on shorter paths will reah theirdestinations faster).One reahed the destination node, the antseliminate loops they might have done while searh-ing for the destination node and then retrae stepby step the same, loop-free, path bakward to thesoure node in a deterministi way.While an ant returns to the soure, it addspheromone to the edges it traverses: during its re-turn travel the generi ant k deposits an amount��k of pheromone on eah ar it has visited (inthe loop-free path). In partiular, if ant k at timet traverses the ar (i; j), it updates the pheromonevalue �ij as follows:�ij(t) �ij(t) + ��k (2)By this rule an ant using the ar onnetingnode i to node j inreases the probability thatforthoming ants will use the same ar in the fu-ture.An important aspet of S-ACO (and of ACOalgorithms in general) is how the value ��k ishosen. In the simplest ase, this an be a sameonstant value for all the ants. In this ase theonly e�et whih works in favor of the detetionof a shorter path is the so alled di�erential pathlength e�et observed also in real ants: ants whihhave deteted a shorter path an deposit pheromo-ne earlier than those traveling on a longer path;therefore, the short path beomes more desirablequiker than longer paths and this in turn deter-mines an inrease in the probability that forth-oming ants will hoose it (this is an example ofautoatalysys or positive feedbak).A more sophistiated way of updating thepheromone trails is to make ��k a funtion of thequality of the solution generated, that is, of thepath length: the shorter the path the more thepheromone deposited by the ant. Generally, we



will require the amount of pheromone depositedby an ant to be a non-inreasing funtion of thepath length. In S-ACO, in partiular, an ant de-posits an amount of 1=Lk, where Lk is the lengthof ant k's path.To avoid a quik onvergene of all the ants to-wards a sub-optimal path, pheromone trails \evap-orate". It is interesting to note that although alsoreal pheromone trails evaporate, evaporation doesnot seem to play an important role in shortest pathexperiments with real ants. The fat that, as wewill see later in the experiments setion, evapora-tion is important to get good results with arti�ialants is probably due to the fat that the optimiza-tion problems takled by arti�ial ants are muhmore omplex than those real ants an solve. Amehanism that allows a form of \learning" of theproblem struture seems therefore to be neessaryfor arti�ial ants. Evaporation allows the learningof new poliies by allowing to forget bad hoiesmade in the past.Evaporation is arried out dereasing pheromo-ne trails at exponential speed. In pratie, at eahiteration of the algorithm the following equationis applied to all pheromone trails:�  (1� �) � � (3)where � 2 (0; 1℄ is a paremeter.It is interesting to note that, in experimentswith real ants, pheromone trail evaporation doesnot play any role. Hene, in one experiment wetest the performane of S-ACO when setting � =0, that is, when there si no evaporation. We willsee that the more omplex the graph the more im-portant is the role played by pheromone evapora-tion to obtain the desired behavior of onvergeneon a shortest path. Note that if the pheromonetrails evaporate ompletely, that is, when � = 1,then the algorithm is atually redued to a randomsearh.3 Experiments with S-ACOIn the following we run a few experiments ontwo simple graphs with the goal of studying howhanging some aspets of S-ACO results in a dif-ferent behavior of the algorithm. The graphs usedare the double bridge of Figure 1 and a more om-plex graph shown in Figure 2.

The behavior of S-ACO is judged with respetto onvergene towards the shortest path. By on-vergene we mean the situation in whih, as thealgorithm runs for an inreasing number of iter-ations, the ants' probability of following the arsof the shortest path inreases | in the limit toa point where the probability of seletion for arsof the shortest path beomes arbitrarily lose toone while for all the other ars it beomes lose tozero.Note that the hoie of judging the algorithm us-ing onvergene as de�ned above instead of morestandard performane indexes like the time or thenumber of iterations neessary to �nd the optimalsolution is onsistent with the goal of this paper,that is, understanding the relationship betweendesign hoie and algorithm's behavior. In fat, insuh simple graphs as those used here, the short-est path is found very quikly beause of the largenumber of ants ompared to the relatively smallsearh spae. On the ontrary, when attakingmore omplex problems like NP-hard optimiza-tion problems or routing in dynami networks, theway experimental results are judged is di�erent.In NP-hard optimization problems the main goalis to �nd quikly very high quality solutions andtherefore we are interested mainly in the solutionquality of the best solution(s) found by the ACOalgorithm. In routing in dynami networks the al-gorithm has to be able to reat rapidly to hang-ing onditions and to maintain exploration apa-bilities so that it an e�etively evaluate alterna-tive paths whih, due to the dynamis of the prob-lem, may beome more desirable; in both ases wewill need a di�erent de�nition of algorithm on-vergene.Double bridge setup: Number of ants ver-sus solution quality based pheromone up-dateIn a �rst experiment we applied the S-ACO algo-rithm to the double bridge setup depited in Fig-ure 1. We report results for two experiments withS-ACO:1. Run S-ACO with di�erent values for the num-ber of ants and setting parameter � = 2 (thisis the same value as used in the equations ap-proximating real ants' behavior as identi�edin [10℄).2. Same experiment as above exept that the
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Figure 1: Double bridge experimental setup. Theants an hoose to go from the soure node to thedestination node either via the short path on theright or via the longer path on the left.Table 1: The table entries give the number of timesS-ACO onverged to the long path in 100 inde-pendent trials for varying values of m and with� = 2. The olumns give the number m of antsin the olony. The �rst row (ns) onerns resultsobtained performing pheromone updates withoutonsidering path length; the seond row (sq) on-erns results obtained performing pheromone up-dates proportional to path length.m 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512ns 50 42 26 29 24 18 3 2 1 0sq 18 14 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0ants deposit an amount of pheromone whihis inversely proportional to the length of thepath they have found.We ran 100 trials and for eah experiment andeah trial S-ACO was stopped after 1000 stepsdone by eah ant. Evaporation was set to � = 0.[THOMAS: hek this value.℄ At the end ofthe trial we hek whether the pheromone trail ishigher on the short or on the long path. In Table 1we then report the perentage of experiments inwhih the pheromone trail was higher on the longpath. We ould verify that reporting this numberwas enough beause S-ACO showed onvergenebehavior for the given parameter settings. Table 1gives the results of the two experiments. Let us fo-us �rst on the results of experiment 1. For a smallnumber of ants (up to, say, 32), S-ACO onvergesrelatively often to the longer path. This e�et isertainly due to utuations in the path hoie inthe initial iterations of the algorithm whih anlead to a strong reinforement of the long path.Yet, with an inreasing number of ants, the num-ber of times we observed this behavior dereasesdrastially and for large number of ants (here 512)we never observed this behavior in any of the 100

trials. The experiments also indiate that, as itould be expeted, when using only one ant S-ACO shows very poor behavior: the number ofants has to be signi�antly larger than one to ob-tain onvergene to the short path.The results obtained with solution quality basedpheromone update (experiment 2) are muh bet-ter. As an be learly observed in Table 1, S-ACOonverges to the long path muh less frequentlythan when pheromone updates are independent ofthe solution quality. With only one ant, S-ACOonverges in only 18 of 100 trials to the long path,whih is signi�antly less than in experiment 1,and with as few as 8 ants, it did not onvergeneanymore to the long path.In some additional experiments, we examinedthe inuene of the parameter � on the onver-gene behavior of S-ACO, in partiular investigat-ing the ases where � was hanged in step sizes of0:25 from 1 to 2. Again, the behavior was depen-dent on whether solution quality based pheromoneupdate was used or not. In the �rst ase we foundthat inreasing � had negative e�ets for the on-vergene behavior, while in the seond ase theresults were rather independent of the partiularvalue of �. In general, we found that the smaller�, the easier it is for the algorithm to onvergetowards the shorter path, if the number of ants isheld �xed. This is intuitively lear, beause largevalues of � tend to amplify the inuene of initialrandom utuations, while small values of � tendto limit the inuene of poor deisions done in the�rst iterations, that an therefore be more easilyforgotten via the pheromone evaporation meha-nism.As in the ase of real ants, autoatalysis anddi�erential path length are at work to favor theemergene of short paths. While the results withS-ACO indiate that the di�erential path lengthe�et alone an be enough to let S-ACO on-verge to the optimal solution on small graphs, re-lying on this e�et as the main driving fore ofthe algorithm omes at the prie of having to uselarge olony sizes, whih determines long simula-tion times. In addition, we expet the e�etivenessof the di�erential path length e�et to strongly de-rease with inreasing problem omplexity. Thisis what is tested in the experiment of the nextsubsetion.
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Figure 2: An extension of the double bridge setup.Here ants an hoose between the upper pathwhih is longer but one hosen an be traversedwithout any further deision to be made, and thelower set of paths that are shorter but require anumber of deisions to be done, with the risk ofentering loops.Complex problem: Pheromone evaporationIn a seond experiment we run S-ACO on thegraph given in Figure 2. Based on the results forthe double bridge experiment, we modi�ed the ba-si on�guration of S-ACO so that the ants alwaysdeposit an amount of pheromone whih is the in-verse of the length (after loop elimination) of thepath they generated. To evaluate the behavior ofthe algorithm we observe the development of thepath lengths found by the ants. In partiular, weplot the moving averages of the path lengths afterloop elimination (moving averages are alulatedusing the 4 � m most reent paths found by theants, where m is the number of ants).Here we fous on the inuene that pheromonetrail evaporation has on the onvergene behaviorof S-ACO. We have run experiments with S-ACOand di�erent settings for the evaporation rate of� 2 f0; 0:01; 0:1g (� = 1 and m = 128 in all ex-periments [THOMAS: hek these values.℄).If � = 0, no pheromone evaporation takes plae.Note that an evaporation rate of � = 0:1 is ratherlarge, beause evaporation takes plae after everyiteration of the S-ACO algorithm: after 10 S-ACOiterations, whih orresponds to the smallest num-ber of steps that an ant needs to build the short-est path and to ome bak to the soure, roughly65% of the pheromone trail on eah ar evaporates,while with � = 0:01 this evaporation is redued toaround 10%.
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Figure 3: The graph plots the moving averages(given on the y-axis) of the ants' path length forthe omplex graph of Figure 2 as a funtion of thenumber of iterations (given on the x-axis). We giveplots for not using evaporation (rho = 0), smallevaporation (rho = 0.01), and large evaporation(rho = 0.1). The trials were limited to 5000 stepsby eah single ant; � = 1 and m = 128.Figure 3 gives the observed moving averages.Although the graphs are relative to one single runof the algorithm, they are representative of thetypial algorithm behavior. If no evaporation isused, the algorithm does not onverge: neither tothe shortest path nor to any longer path, as anbe understood by observing that the moving av-erage is around 7.5, whih does not orrespondto the length of any path. With these parametersettings, this result typially does not hange ifthe run last a muh higher number of iterations.With pheromone evaporation, the behavior of S-ACO is signi�antly di�erent. After a short tran-sitory phase, S-ACO onverges to a single path:either the shortest one (the moving average takesthe value 5 for � = 0:01) or the path of length 6for � = 0:1. A loser examination of the results re-vealed that at onvergene all ants built loop-freepaths of the indiated length.In further experiments with S-ACO on thisgraph we have made the following general obser-vations:� Without solution quality based pheromoneupdate, S-ACO gets trapped in the stronglysuboptimal solution of length 8; the larger theparameters � or � are hosen, the faster S-ACO onverges to this suboptimal solution.We onjeture that the reason for the subop-timal behavior is that ants are easily trapped



in yles in the lower part of the graph while,one entered the upper part of the graph, theyan easily reah the destination node. Thishas the e�et of dereasing the power of thedi�erential path length e�et. This exam-ple shows one again that pheromone updatebased on the solution quality is important foronvergene towards good solutions.� The pheromone evaporation rate � an beritial. In partiular, we observed that S-ACO often onverged to suboptimal pathswhen evaporation was set to a too high value.For example, in 15 trials with � set to 0:2, S-ACO onverged one time to a path of lengtheight, one time to a path of length seven andtwo times to a path of length six, while withsetting � to 0:01, S-ACO onverged in all tri-als to the shortest path.� Large values of � generally result in a worsebehavior of S-ACO beause they give exes-sive importane to the initial random utu-ations.In general, we notied that as problems beomemore omplex, the parameter settings of S-ACObeome inreasingly important to obtain onver-gene to the optimal solution.4 ConlusionsThis artile reports results of experiments run withS-ACO, a simpli�ed ACO algorithm for �ndingshortest paths in graphs. The experimental re-sults allow to derive important onlusions for theappliation of ACO algorithms to muh more dif-�ult ombinatorial optimization problems. Theseare that (i) the di�erential path length e�et aloneis not e�etive enough to allow to solve e�etivelylarge optimization problems, (ii) solution qualitybased pheromone update by the ants is importantto allow a fast onvergene of S-ACO, (iii) largevalues for parameter � lead to a strong emphasisof initial, random utuations and to bad algo-rithm behavior, and (iv) pheromone evaporationis important when trying to solve more omplexproblems.We expet that more detailed studies of S-ACOwill lead to a better understanding of ACO fea-tures whih are important to solve omplex, real-world optimization problems.
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